1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

COVID-19 was not only a global pandemic but according to the director of WHO, also an \"infodemic", highlighting dire issues arising from the abundance of misinformation and fake news circulating about COVID-19 ([@bib0045]). In response to the infodemic, a significant number of resources were directed to curb the spread of misinformation; to ensure the availability of reliable information about COVID-19 to the public ([@bib0097]). Among the adverse effects observed during the infodemic were messages of inefficient government ([@bib0054]) and individual-level ([@bib0086]) responses. Another concerning observation was health issues such as cyberchondria or increased anxiety ([@bib0022]). Previous work has highlighted social media to play a crucial role in the spread of misinformation ([@bib0003]) which calls into question what the platforms could do to prevent the spread of fake news ([@bib0023]). Consequently, the three main research areas concerning fake news are divided into (1) the (technical) prevention of the spread of fake news; (2) the impacts of misinformation; and (3) the relationship between misinformation and population health ([@bib0045]). To support these three areas of concern, human behaviour related to social media use and misinformation sharing needs to be understood.

Users of social media platforms such as Facebook reported to be driven by several motivators such as a wish for entertainment, wish to stay informed and the desire to know the social activities of friends ([@bib0039]; [@bib0074]). Recent studies have also pointed out that social network sites are often used for self-promotion and exhibitionism purposes ([@bib0034]). As such, social network sites differ from instant messaging, which is more personal, less self-promoting, more direct and driven by a wish to maintain and develop relationships ([@bib0074]). Modern social media platforms such as Facebook offer multiple ways in which people can interact, including social activities, instant messaging, photo sharing, video streaming and sharing of news and articles. The social media ecosystems can cause or reinforce the stratification of people into social sub-groups characterised by having a similar mind ([@bib0027]). This is the result of individuals\' own choices due to psychological tendencies as well as AI-based recommendation systems that aim to provide users content they are likely to enjoy ([@bib0078]). The lack of critique on thoughts and the amplification of radical ideas by the virtual echo-chambers created by social media have been claimed to contribute to increased dissemination of misinformation ([@bib0004]; [@bib0056]).

During COVID-19, clear communication of the severity of the situation and recommended health measures was needed to ensure people took correct action and did not suffer from unnecessary anxiety ([@bib0022]). The abundance of unclear, ambiguous and inaccurate information during COVID-19 led to information overload and accelerated health anxiety (cyberchondria) as well as misinformation sharing ([@bib0045]). As social media amplifies the spread of news, and people read news through links shared on social media ([@bib0003]; [@bib0084]; [@bib0043]), understanding the role that social media plays on the sharing of misinformation is essential. In this setting, social media fatigue (SMF) and its connection to misinformation sharing may reveal further insights into human behaviour on social media and the antecedents of the spread of misinformation. Thus, our research aims to observe this relationship as well as personal attributes and motivational factors connected to the two constructs via the theoretical frameworks of affordances ([@bib0063]) and cognitive load theory (CLT) ([@bib0080]). With our paper, we expand the existing literature on misinformation sharing by connecting it to the affordances of social media and SMF. The study context of COVID-19 enables us to study our research model at a time when people were faced with a potentially life-threatening disease that had severe consequences also on the economy.

The rest of this study is structured as follows. In the background section, we review the extant literature on misinformation sharing as well as SMF. We then present our theoretical foundation before moving on to forming the hypotheses for our research model. The methods and results follow the hypothesis section. In the discussion section, we go through our key findings, theoretical and practical implications of our results, as well as limitations and future work.

2. Background {#sec0002}
=============

2.1. Misinformation and fake news {#sec0003}
---------------------------------

Via the internet and social media, individuals have access to an ever-increasing quantity of information. However, the availability of information has not reportedly correlated with individuals' increased knowledge ([@bib0069]). While information is available, it might not be clearly structured, organised or even accessed. Previous studies have given four primary reasons for this: (1) a proportion of the available information is misinformation; (2) much of the available information is irrelevant; (3) information entropy: information is poorly organised and presented; and (4) information overload, there is simply too much information for humans to make sense of ([@bib0069]; [@bib0045]). The use of a few trusted online sources has been recommended in the literature ([@bib0022]; [@bib0057]; [@bib0097]). This becomes especially important in situations such as the COVID-19 pandemic where the novelty, rapid development and unpredictability of the situation can give rise to not only misinformation but poorly structured and presented information as well. Resolving these issues is essential to manage and communicate with individuals about the situation and boost their intrinsic motivation to adapt to recommended health measures ([@bib0022]).

Social media can be regarded as the amplifier of news articles, both real and fake ([@bib0003]). In 2019, the most popular social media platform Facebook had over 1.5 billion registered users, 62% of which use the platform for keeping up with news ([@bib0084]). [@bib0003] observed that during the 2016 US elections, roughly one-sixth of the population regarded social media as their primary news source. However, a recent study on adolescents\' online behaviour showed a third considered social media as their primary news source, surpassing all other sources ([@bib0043]). Besides, studies often separate online websites from social media as a news source ([@bib0003]; [@bib0043]), however, website news stories are typically disseminated and shared onwards specifically via social media.

Consequently, social media is particularly susceptible to be used as a platform for fake news dissemination. Almost half (42%) of people sharing news reported having, at least at some point, shared misinformation ([@bib0011]). There have been reports of bots being used to increase the visibility of fake news ([@bib0031]; [@bib0091]), as well as attempts to algorithmically detect fake news ([@bib0018]). While bot networks spreading this news can be detected and stopped, algorithms cannot, in many cases, distinguish fake news from real news ([@bib0018]). As such, attempts to algorithmically detect and sensor fake news articles from social media would result in a large number of false positives and false negatives, contributing to censorship that would still leave some room open for fake news to be displayed. However, humans can also make mistakes in identifying fake news, on purpose or unintentionally ([@bib0087]).

Previous studies have identified various intrinsic predictors for fake news sharing such as (1) SMF; (2) FoMO; (3) inexperience using the internet; (4) lack of information verification skills; (5) laziness; (6) information overload; and (7) online trust ([@bib0045]; [@bib0037]; [@bib0082]). Also, people are heavily impacted by confirmation bias, meaning they are more likely to believe information when it aligns with their pre-existing views regardless whether the information is reliable or not ([@bib0040]; [@bib0087]). In the context of pandemics, physical proximity, and perceived severity of the situation have been shown to increase information sharing in general ([@bib0032]). On the other hand, a recent study during COVID-19 found perceived severity not to increase the intention to share unverified information ([@bib0045]). Nevertheless, we maintain that rapidly emerging new situations, coupled with a large quantity of ill-structured information may contribute to increased fake news sharing ([@bib0032]).

In addition to ensuring the availability of accurate and well-structured information and directing people towards it, there have been several other recent suggestions in the academic literature on how to mitigate the negative impacts of fake news and stop humans from spreading them ([@bib0061]). Recent studies have shown users to be more critical towards online news if they have reasons to suspect that the quality of the news is low ([@bib0041]). Nudging people to pay attention to the source(s) of the news they are reading, increases their criticality towards the information and makes them less likely to share fake news onward ([@bib0040]; [@bib0061]). These findings show promise in how social media platforms could influence peoples' news sharing and reading behaviour. Another recent article proposed the use of crowdsourcing to fact-checking news as well as confirming their authenticity ([@bib0068]). In a way, crowdsourcing of news articles is already in place. Wikipedia, for example, can be regarded as a crowdsourced database of information. However, news articles need to be produced and disseminated rapidly, which means that measures for detecting fake news also need to be quick. The problem in general with currently available suggestions for curbing the spreading of misinformation is that there begins to be a trade-off. While the number of fake news shared can be minimised, other negative consequences can begin to emerge, such as the users\' limited freedom ([@bib0018]).

2.2. Social media fatigue {#sec0004}
-------------------------

SMF has several, sometimes conflicting definitions ([@bib0096]) such as "persistent impulses to back away from social media due to information and communication overload" ([@bib0007]) and "a subjective and self-evaluated feeling of tiredness from social media usage\" ([@bib0051]). The definition of [@bib0007] relates fatigue to cognitive overload. However, it simultaneously reduces the concept of fatigue to the two components of information and communication overload. On the other hand, the definition of [@bib0051] is broader, but as a downside provides little theoretical guidance for understanding the factors which lead to SMF. One argument for using the definition of [@bib0051] is that previous studies have identified several factors contributing to SMF besides information and communication overload ([@bib0007]) such as depression ([@bib0010]). According to [@bib0070], fatigue can be acute or chronic. Acute fatigue is temporary, normal and short while chronic fatigue is more permanent ([@bib0001]). In this study, we understand SMF based on the above provided definitions ([@bib0007]; [@bib0051]) to be a temporary, however systematically triggered, state of fatigue caused by social media use.

Previous studies have shown compulsive social media use to be one of the primary predictors of SMF, and have further demonstrated that it can lead to anxiety and depression ([@bib0019]). Another study conceptualised anxiety and depression as the antecedents of fatigue instead, adding a third impacting factor, cyberbullying as a predictor ([@bib0010]). This highlights an issue in the previous literature of SMF where there seems to be a lack of a clear theoretical framework explaining what are the antecedents and what are the consequences of SMF. Furthermore, some studies have provided models studying the relationships between seemingly random factors and SMF, resulting in a list of factors predicting it. For example, [@bib0020] showed privacy concerns, self-disclosure, parental encouragement and parental worry to increase SMF. Furthermore, [@bib0096] reviewed the literature on what causes SMF and found 23 relevant quantitative studies, which gave a plethora of reasons that cause SMF. These included fear of missing out (FoMO), privacy concerns, technology-related factors, social media users\' attitudes and personality, social overload, cognitive overload, anxiety, excessive use, cyberbullying, depression, destruction, parental influence, ubiquitous connectivity, shame, social comparison and complexity among many others ([@bib0096]).

Two main theories have been suggested to make sense of what causes SMF: the cognitive load theory (CLT) ([@bib0007]; [@bib0033]) and the stressor-strain-outcome model ([@bib0096]). Both theories share the similarity of modelling SMF as the dependant variable and theorising factors influencing it. According to CLT, SMF can be predicted by information overload, communication overload, system feature overload, social overload, and connection overload ([@bib0033]). There are also moderating factors present, as [@bib0033] identified multitasking computer self-efficacy to attenuate the effect of information overload. The presence of attenuating factors, as well as other factors, has also been discussed in studies using the stressor-strain-outcome theory ([@bib0096]; [@bib0093]). This theory has been used to look at how social media characteristics give rise to stressors, such as privacy invasion and invasion of life, which then lead to SMF ([@bib0096]).

From this brief look into social media fatigue, we draw three key points. First, the quantity and quality of available information have a significant impact on developing SMF ([@bib0007]; [@bib0069]). Second, the social media platform, the user and the interaction between the two all need to be understood to explain SMF and its behavioural impacts. Finally, CLT ([@bib0080]) and stressor-strain-outcome ([@bib0096]) offer promising theoretical frameworks for understanding SMF ([@bib0007]; [@bib0033]).

2.3. Theoretical foundation {#sec0005}
---------------------------

For the current study, we adopt the affordance lens for understanding how social media users interact with the platform during the COVID-19 pandemic. For understanding SMF and sharing unverified information, we also draw from CLT ([@bib0080]). In this section, we present these two theoretical approaches by connecting them to the topic of our study.

### 2.3.1. The affordance lens {#sec0006}

The term affordance was introduced by the psychologist James [@bib0025], who conceptualised the term to describe the potential actions that an actor can make in a specific situation. In the context of a door handle, it has the logical affordance of being used to open a door. The door handle may be used in other ways as well, such as rubbing the back or being used as a clothing stand. [@bib0026] stated that affordances are independent of the actors\' ability to recognise them. [@bib0063] thought this expansion to the concept of affordance was unnecessary, and re-defined affordances to be only those actions, which an individual realises to exist. In doing so, affordances were tied to the objectives, values, thoughts and capabilities of individuals ([@bib0063]). Not all scholars agreed on Norman\'s conceptualisation of the term, and this gave birth to two schools of thought, one supporting Norman\'s definition and the other following that of Gibson.

In this study, we adopt the definition of [@bib0063] and divide affordances into (1) technical affordances, the opportunities that the technology provides in general, in our case, social media platforms; (2) individual affordances, the opportunities given to the individual; and (3) contextual affordances, the opportunities provided by the context, in our case, the COVID-19 pandemic. With technical affordances, our particular focus is on those technical features that afford social media users to read and share news and information. The platforms provide affordances to explore content as well as an opportunity for individuals to promote themselves or their ideologies or simply have fun. Therefore, when looking at the individual affordances, we are concerned with personality factors (i.e. capabilities). Religious people might, for example, use social media to share religious news and posts. In contrast, people with low levels of self-regulation may bombard their social media network with content they have given little thought to. With regards to contextual affordances, the COVID-19 pandemic gave birth to a new situation with countless news emerging relating to the disease, policies, recommended health measures and various others. Accordingly, users were provided contextual affordances to share and comment on this news.

The two most significant benefits of using the affordance perspective for social media research: (1) it can provide new perspectives into how social media shapes its users\' interactions; and (2) it can help understand how the users\' inner needs can shape and regulate social media usage ([@bib0013]). Accordingly, social media affordances are concerned with human-computer interaction and can help understand this relationship. As such, affordances can help understand and then minimise the spread of misinformation. On the other hand, one of the primary outcomes that prior literature highlights from social media use is SMF ([@bib0093]). In order to understand how fatigue is developed, we now turn to CLT.

### 2.3.2. Cognitive load theory {#sec0007}

CLT postulates that the human working memory has a limited capacity, which may be overloaded if presented with too much information ([@bib0080]). The evolutionary reaction to such situations is to back away and retreat to safer ground ([@bib0080]). As an example, imagine our ancestors living in a jungle. There is an obvious benefit from tending to go out and explore, such as finding food and resources. However, exploration also leads to unknown territory and situations where humans can no longer predict what will happen next, thus, making the situation potentially perilous. Accordingly, retreating to a familiar environment away from potential peril has been a beneficial thing to do. This evolutionary mechanism still affects human behaviour today and is at play, especially when acquiring new knowledge ([@bib0067]; [@bib0080]); also referred to as the human comfort zone. Vygotsky theorises that learning happens right outside this zone, the so-called zone of proximal development ([@bib0076]). Using Vygotsky\'s zone of proximal development and CLT, information overload can be conceptualised to occur when individuals are overwhelmed with too much novel information or are taken too far away from their comfort zone. Accordingly, information overload leads to impulses to step away from the new knowledge, back to the zone of proximal development ([@bib0076]). Consequently, in the case of information overload due to new knowledge and information coming from social media, SMF emerges ([@bib0007]).

Cognitive load is conceptualised to constitute an intrinsic, extraneous and germane load ([@bib0079]). The extraneous load has been investigated more often ([@bib0059]), and in the broader concept of human-computer interaction (HCI), refers to the environmental stimuli to which the human brain reacts. Intrinsic cognitive load, on the other hand, is the load resulting from processing this information and is affected by the individuals\' psychological state of mind as well as their prior knowledge ([@bib0080]). Accordingly, well-structured information and prior expertise of the learner can both reduce intrinsic cognitive load ([@bib0030]). Germane load is a subconscious load that results from the working memory transferring information to long-term memory into so-called schemas. The three types of cognitive loads have been theorised to be linked so that reduced load of one kind releases cognitive capacity for the others ([@bib0066]).

Originally introduced as a theory for instructional science, CLT has recently been integrated with HCI ([@bib0030]), and has been widely successful in explaining human online behaviour such as retention in online courses ([@bib0059]) and the effects of social media use on learning ([@bib0048]). As a theory of learning, CLT can also be used to understand how humans acquire knowledge through news articles. Accordingly, it is relevant in the ongoing research about fake news and misinformation, especially during times when humans need to absorb new information rapidly and change their behaviour, such as the COVID-19 pandemic ([@bib0045]). More specifically, we look at factors, which may affect the intrinsic cognitive load ([@bib0096]) of social media users. [@bib0096] in their literature review found the following intrinsic cognitive load factors to be meaningful in this context: fear of missing out (FoMO), privacy concerns, anxiety, and depression. They also revealed extrinsic cognitive load factors such as parental influence, cyberbullying, complexity, technology-related factors, and social overload to be relevant ([@bib0096]). In order to contribute to this body of literature, we propose that five key factors are yet to be taken into account with regards to intrinsic cognitive load factors (which are also aligned with the affordance perspective as discussed earlier) influencing SMF. These are: (1) self-promotion; (2) entertainment; (3) religiosity; (4) Deficient self-regulation (DS-R); and (5) exploration. Accordingly, we place these as our independent variables and hypothesise relationships to both SMF and sharing unverified information. In the next section, we will hypothesise the relationships in further detail.

3. Research model and hypotheses {#sec0008}
================================

3.1. Impacts of motivational drivers {#sec0009}
------------------------------------

People have an inherent need to belong by seeking approval and recognition from others ([@bib0098]). Social media are a place where this need may be fulfiled via obtaining approval for self in forms of favourable comments and likes. Studies have found that people tend to follow different strategies to enhance their image on social media ([@bib0034]). For example, people may share information (even private information) on social media to seek relatedness and approval from others ([@bib0062]). Using the affordance lens ([@bib0063]), social media can be seen to provide social affordances. With these affordances, social media users actively create and maintain their self-image. [@bib0034] conceptualised it as self-promotion and showed it to lead to both subjective vitality and addiction. The relationship between self-promotion and addiction indirectly suggests that in the long run, social media use driven by self-promotion increases fatigue ([@bib0019]). Furthermore, when people use social media for self-promotion purposes, they need to actively balance between what to share and what not to in order to maintain a positive image of themselves. This may be increasingly difficult under situations such as the COVID-19 pandemic where it is not easy to conceptualise which piece of information is relevant and trustworthy. This creates additional cognitive load, which in turn can lead to SMF ([@bib0093]). Thus, we hypothesise the following.

H1Self-promotion increases social media fatigue.

Self-promotion on social media has been linked to narcissism ([@bib0058]), but is most primarily driven by a wish to stay connected ([@bib0039]). Perhaps surprisingly, focusing on others on social media has been found to have negative impacts on psychological wellbeing, whereas focusing on self-image has positive outcomes ([@bib0089]). The way social comparison on social media decreases wellbeing is that people tend to share only their best aspects online, hiding the negative, thus giving a falsified image to which to compare to ([@bib0088]).

[@bib0084] showed status-seeking, which is closely related to self-promotion, to have a significant positive correlation with the intention to share news and information. Similar findings have also been shown in previous studies ([@bib0050]). In the context of intra-organisational social media platforms, the primary motivation for sharing information is helping people ([@bib0090]). Prior research also suggests that social media users gain social capital through communicating and self-promoting themselves in social media ([@bib0017]). By drawing on the affordance lens, [@bib0034] discussed that social media provides the affordances to self-promote and gain social capital by creating an overly positivistic image of the self that appeals to other people. When the individuals' reputation is on the line, they are no longer under the influence of the online disinhibition effect ([@bib0065]) and are more mindful of what they are sharing. This may lead them to double-check information sources before sharing news articles. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the sharing of reliable information was being emphasised by the media and even social media platforms. Thus, we theorise that individuals driven by self-promotion are extra mindful not to share misinformation on COVID-19, as that may end up ridiculing them in the case the news they shared was fake. Thus, we hypothesise the following.

H2Self-promotion decreases the sharing of unverified information.

Social media has been characterised as a hedonic information system, meaning social media use is driven at least partially by factors such as enjoyment, fun, and entertainment ([@bib0074]; [@bib0085]; [@bib0060]). The wish for fun or entertainment materialises, for example, by enjoying funny stories shared to the user\'s network and making fun of celebrities and political figures ([@bib0075]). While people wishing to inform and help others are concerned with the validity and reliability of the information they share ([@bib0090]), people wishing to have fun may not feel a similar obligation. Using the affordance lens ([@bib0063]), we model social media as a multimodal venue, meaning it can be used for entertainment, but also as a place to share and read information. During the COVID-19 pandemic, a proportion of information sharing and social media activity was driven by a wish to have fun, often caused by humour as a coping mechanism in stressful situations ([@bib0014]; [@bib0050]), or because humour can be a way to make sense of new information. A study observing COVID-19 related tweets on Twitter found roughly 6.1% to be written in a humorous tone ([@bib0042]). While humour itself is a good thing, striving for entertainment as a goal is not concerned with the validity of the shared information as long as the content is funny. Accordingly, it is feasible to predict that using social media for entertainment leads to increased sharing of unverified information. Thus, we hypothesise the following.

H3Entertainment increases the sharing of unverified information.

Entertainment can be a way for people to blow off steam after a long workday, and as such, it can be characterised by emotional release, escapism and anxiety relief ([@bib0050]). In particular, emotional release and anxiety relief act as ways to reduce stress and fatigue. By drawing on CLT ([@bib0080]), we argue that entertaining information may provide less cognitive load, as fun and entertainment may relax our mind, and thereby reduce our cognitive load. While social media use can be characterised by several drivers ([@bib0084]), the entertainment aspect of it can be regarded to reduce fatigue. During the COVID-19 pandemic, several tweets and social media posts containing humour emerged ([@bib0042]). Some of the content may be regarded unsuitable and being in bad taste, such as the \"COVID-19 is a boomer-remover\" meme ([@bib0008]). On the other hand, joking even with such grave topics can be regarded to be a form of coping with the ongoing situation, trying to find humour and lighter sides of it. Entertainment or comedy is often political but maybe also otherwise incorrect, possibly even as information. The information that a comedy often provides only serve the goal of provoking and making people think, and as such, is not concerned at all with being accurate. Because entertainment can thus be characterised as mindless escapism, anxiety relief and emotional release ([@bib0050]), we propose the following hypothesis.

H4Entertainment decreases social media fatigue.

3.2. Impacts of personal attributes {#sec0010}
-----------------------------------

Exploration has been defined as "appetitive strivings for novelty and challenge" ([@bib0036]). In the context of social media use, exploration refers to individuals\' desire to go through the information, glance at novel topics and engage with new content. As such, it is linked to curiosity and courage, but also a more precise need to dig into available information ([@bib0036]). Exploration as a concept is also related to novelty-seeking, which is a personality trait that varies between people. Most typically, novelty-seeking is classified from low to high, meaning all people possess novelty-seeking to some degree ([@bib0006]). The most important brain chemical for regulating exploration and novelty-seeking is dopamine ([@bib0021]). Exploration may also be understood via CLT ([@bib0080]) in that reduced cognitive load leads to increased exploration, as the primal neurofunctional SEEKING system activates ([@bib0067]).

While exploration itself may lead to seeing increased quantities of information, the seeking of this information is voluntary and under the regulation of the user ([@bib0067]). Building off CLT ([@bib0080]), the trait of exploration functions when people are not overloaded by information and have the cognitive capacity to seek more. While information overload has been found to increase the sharing of unverified information ([@bib0045]), the lack of experiencing information overload, therefore, reduces unverified information sharing. As exploration and tertiary level information overload are regulated by the same primal SEEKING system ([@bib0080]; [@bib0067]), we conclude that exploration is associated with the ability to process information. In practice, this manifests in the ability to process new information as well as seek verification for news. Exploration should thus have a negative impact on unverified information sharing. Therefore, we hypothesise the following.

H5Exploration decreases the sharing of unverified information.

As exploration is connected to a primal desire to seek new content ([@bib0036]), it may manifest as increased use of social media. Social media, on the other hand, is addictive ([@bib0034]). Through addiction, exploration may impact fatigue in two ways: (1) social media users do not have sufficient time to take care of their duties related to work or family, which may increase their cognitive load. In turn, this may increase fatigue; (2) social media users are exposed to a large quantity of information, which can cause information overload, which in turn, leads to fatigue ([@bib0033]). During the COVID-19 pandemic, as people were more at home due to government-issued limitations on movement and several workplaces closing down ([@bib0022]), people had more time on their hands to explore and use social media ([@bib0045]). Furthermore, the novelty of the pandemic situation brought a plethora of information to social media, opening new doors for exploration. These circumstances may contribute to increased SMF via increased social media use. Accordingly, we hypothesise the following.

H6Exploration increases social media fatigue.

The positive effects of faith and religiosity have been controversial topics in academia in the current millennium with famous works having been published arguing against ([@bib0029]) and for ([@bib0055]) the usefulness of religion. The complexity of religion can understand the broad spectrum of conceptualisations of religion as a phenomenon. Religion has several levels: cognitive, affective, pragmatic and social. Religion can serve, at all these levels, an individual, a social group, a broader community - and the community might be a religious community or a profane community using religion as an organising, constitutive or power structure - or a nation. Thus, religion can define identity in its diverse forms, for example as a cognitively expressed confession of the vital dogma of one\'s faith, or one belongs to a group of believers that share the same faith. Therefore, also the usefulness of religion has diverse interpretations, depending on the expected function and role of a given religion. Should it serve an individual, their psychological integrity, sense of belongingness, meaning of life, or should religiosity support a religious community and the enforcement of the law in society?

Following [@bib0073], we define religiosity as an intrinsic motivation to practise religion. The complexity of religiosity has consequences to the concepts of information, knowledge and truth, and their verifiability, thus, it may be understood through the CLT ([@bib0080]). Religious people might be more sensitive to information that would refer to divine intervention; a thing that is hard to verify. At the same time, religious truth is very often unverified per se. The confirmation bias that may result from having strong religious viewpoints could cause an increase in sharing information that is regarded by the public as misinformation ([@bib0040]). Accordingly, religiosity could be linked to the sharing of unverified information. Thus, we hypothesise the following.

H7Religiosity increases the sharing of unverified information.

[@bib0009] emphasises the role of community for the expression of and living out personal faith. Instead of broadcasting or streaming religious events, called \"online religion\", she emphasises the transformation of religion by technology, i.e., \"religion online\". Social media provides affordances for religion online and offers a platform for synchronised and asynchronous communication. It enables religious people to interact even amidst pandemics where meeting in real life is discouraged. Religious people can form online communities on social media, where they primarily share the news that is written from the viewpoint of their religion. Being able to read the information that is built on a shared core belief system can reduce cognitive load and make reading news less stressful ([@bib0080]). This may decrease SMF. Additionally, religiosity is often associated with discipline and weekly (or daily) routines such as prayers. This may ward against overconsumption of social media, which has been identified as the primary cause for SMF ([@bib0019]). This may have been particularly relevant during COVID-19 where recommended social isolation measures caused people to spend an increasing amount of time at home and gave them more time to overload on social media content ([@bib0045]). Taking these two points together, we propose the following hypothesis.

H8Religiosity decreases social media fatigue.

People suffering from DS-R have trouble regulating their actions. As such, they are more susceptible to acting based on impulses or habits rather than planned behaviour and cognition ([@bib0092]). Because of this, DS-R is connected to (1) irresponsible, and sub-optimal behaviour; and (2) decreased psychological wellbeing; (3) internet addiction ([@bib0045]; [@bib0047]; [@bib0049]) amongst other harmful things. Because DS-R leads to internet addiction ([@bib0047]), it can also contribute to increased social media usage. The COVID-19 pandemic forced people off their routines to adopt health measures such as social isolation ([@bib0046]) and in many cases, remote working ([@bib0005]). COVID-19 also caused significant unemployment ([@bib0016]). The lack of routines hit people with poor self-regulation hard, as they have no compulsory or agreed activities guiding their time use. With social media platforms, providing hedonistic instant gratification ([@bib0060]), we propose that the COVID-19 pandemic may have amplified the effects of DS-R and even increased experiencing DS-R. The likely increase in social media use during COVID-19 because of DS-R can contribute to SMF via two mechanisms: (1) more time spent on social media leads to higher cognitive load in terms of information and communication overload; (2) more time spent on social media takes time away from other more meaningful activities. Furthermore, the lack of regulation on behaviour will increase the probability of sharing news articles even when one really should not. Accordingly, we propose two hypotheses.

H9Deficient self-regulation increases the sharing of unverified information.

H10Deficient self-regulation increases social media fatigue.

3.3. Impact of social media fatigue on unverified information sharing {#sec0011}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As our last relationship, we investigate the connection between SMF and the sharing of unverified information. Conceptualising SMF to be driven by communication and information overload ([@bib0007]) we can use CLT to understand this relationship. People experiencing communication and information overload have less cognitive resources at their disposal, which hinders their ability to verify the information they encounter. Furthermore, the positive impact of SMF on fake news sharing has been empirically demonstrated in previous work ([@bib0082]). However, on the other hand, SMF also leads people away from social media and its active use. These two phenomena may counter each other to an extent. However, [@bib0082] argue that fatigued social media users do not disengage from using social media, but instead change their behaviour. Using the CLT, we predict this change of behaviour to be in accordance with reducing cognitive load. Accordingly, it is highly possible that fatigued users do not go through extra trouble such as verifying the sources of information they encounter, which in turn may lead to an increase in sharing unverified information. Thus, we postulate our final hypothesis.

H11Social media fatigue increased the sharing of unverified information

The overall proposed research model is displayed in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} . The five independent variables: (1) self-promotion; (2) entertainment; (3) religiosity; (4) DS-R; and (5) exploration are all shown connections to both SMF and sharing unverified information. The direct relationship between SMF and unverified information sharing is also visible. Next, we present our methodology and study context for testing the proposed model.Fig. 1The proposed research model.Fig. 1

4. Methodology {#sec0012}
==============

4.1. Study context {#sec0013}
------------------

Our study concentrates on social media users from Bangladesh in April 2020, during which the COVID-19 pandemic was causing severe restrictions and limitations on citizens\' lives and mobility ([@bib0035]). Bangladesh is a country in South Asia, which has a population of approximately 160 million people. Around 62% of the people have access to the internet, and around 20% use social media.[1](#cit_1){ref-type="fn"} The most popular social media platforms are Facebook and Youtube, followed by Reddit, Instagram, Twitter and TikTok. The COVID-19 pandemic arrived in Bangladesh officially on March 8th when the first three cases were reported. This caused governments to take action placing infected areas into quarantine and enforcing it by law.[2](#cit_2){ref-type="fn"} Furthermore, the government closed all educational institutes and public services and advised citizens to stay home and avoid social contact, i.e. adopt personal voluntary health measures.

4.2. Data collection {#sec0014}
--------------------

We collected data from Bangladeshi social media users during April 2020 through an online survey drafted using an online survey software called Webropol. We adapted validated scales from prior literature for all constructs in our theorised model. After drafting the initial questionnaire, three researchers were asked to carefully look through the survey and the items to ensure they were grammatically correct and made sense in the current study context. According to received suggestions, we made changes to improve the understandability of the items and fixed a few grammar errors. After that, we asked 9 Bangladeshi social media users to comment on the overall final questionnaire in terms of how easy or difficult the questions were to understand and respond to. We received a few minor suggestions at this stage, which were taken into account. The final survey items and their source are listed in Appendix 1. Before presenting the respondents with the items to measure unverified information sharing, we described the following to clarify the context: *"Via the following questions, we ask you about your information sharing on social media (*e.g. *Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn Instagram) during the COVID-19 Pandemic".* Similarly, before asking about SMF, self-promotion, DS-R, and entertainment, we explained the following: *"via the following questions, we ask you about your use of social media (*e.g. *Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram) during the last two weeks".*

We posted the survey link to two major COVID-19 related Facebook groups, which both had more than 10,000 members. Furthermore, we asked students and alumni of a major private university in Bangladesh to respond to the survey. The survey was opened 1305 times, 565 started responding, and 435 respondents completed the survey in full and submitted their responses. We removed two responses due to missing data. Therefore, 433 responses were used to test our research model. Out of the respondents, 62% were male, 37% were female, and 1% were other or preferred not to tell. The most popular social media platforms among the respondents were Facebook (94%), Youtube (79%) and Instagram (69%) followed by Snapchat, Linkedin, Twitter, Reddit and TikTok. The majority of respondents were young, aged 18--25 (83,45%), followed by the age groups of 26--35 (14,25%), 36--50 (1,84%) and 51--64 (0,23%).

4.3. Data preparation {#sec0015}
---------------------

The proposed research model was tested via a two-staged analysis approach. At the first stage, PLS-SEM technique was utilised to confirm the reliability, the validity of the constructs and test the causal relationships between the constructs. We followed this analysis with a neural network (NN) based approach. PLS-SEM is an analysis technique for evaluating relations between various independent and dependant variables and is commonly used for understanding relationships between constructs in cross-sectional data. However, PLS-SEM cannot examine the non-linear relationships between constructs. To address this issue, we supplemented the PLS-SEM analysis with the NN approach.

To summarise, PLS-SEM was used to evaluate the hypotheses shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}, while in the second stage, the NN was used to validate the findings of the PLS-SEM results, and also to prioritise predictors based on their relative importance in influencing SMF and unverified information sharing. Before moving to use the PLS-SEM and NN as analysis techniques, we tested multivariate assumptions and the validity and reliability of our data following the guidelines of [@bib0095] and [@bib0024].

### 4.3.1. Multivariate assumptions {#sec0016}

We first conducted several statistical tests to ensure that our data fulfils the multivariate assumptions for further statistical analysis ([@bib0095]). To ensure normality, at first, we tested our data for skewness and kurtosis in SPSS. All values were within −2.58 to + 2.58, and therefore, we conclude that the data is normally distributed. Next, we tested the linearity of the associations between constructs. The test results (see Appendix 2) showed that the predictor and target construct have a combination of linear and non-linear relationships. Due to the existence of non-linear relationships, the NN approach is necessary to complement the PLS-SEM results ([@bib0015]). Third, the values of Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) were calculated ([@bib0028]). All values were less than 3, which is a widely accepted VIF threshold ([@bib0044]). It was, therefore concluded that there was no question of multicollinearity with the data ([@bib0083]). Finally, scatter plots were generated to ensure homoscedasticity ([@bib0094]; [@bib0064]). We looked at the regression standardised residuals of all our relationships and found them to be equally distanced from the regression line. It was therefore assumed that the presumption of homoscedasticity was fulfiled.

### 4.3.2. Convergent and discriminant validity {#sec0017}

Before continuing to test our model results using the SEM technique, we checked the validity and reliability of our data. To this end, first, we verified the internal consistencies and convergent validity of the data. The thresholds recommended by [@bib0024] were selected, meaning each item loading was to be above 0.7, construct composite reliability (CR) was to be above 0.8. The average variance extracted (AVE) had to be above 0.5. As shown in Appendix 1, all items (except three religiosity items) had loadings higher than 0.7. We removed those three items that did not match the criterion.

Furthermore, we ensured that CRs were above 0.8, and AVEs were above 0.5 ([@bib0024]). Next, we verified the discriminant validity of our data by using the correlation matrix and square roots of AVEs. [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} shows the correlation matrix. From this table, we see that the inter-construct correlations were less than the diagonally presented square roots of the AVEs. Furthermore, we verified the loadings and cross-loadings and observed that the loadings were consistently higher than cross-loadings. These tests ensured that we achieved sufficient discriminant validity.Table 1The correlation matrix and square roots of AVEs.Table 1Deficient self-regulationEntertainmentExplorationFatigueReligiositySelf-promotionUnverified news sharing*Deficient self-regulation*0.76*Entertainment*0.300.81*Exploration*0.070.200.78*Fatigue*0.470.090.230.79*Religiosity*−0.08−0.00−0.08−0.060.94*Self-promotion*0.430.410.060.18−0.060.80*Unverified news sharing*0.350.21−0.140.18−0.080.320.76

### 4.3.3. Common method bias {#sec0018}

Common method bias (CMB) is a problem in studies that use self-reported survey data. It refers to the variance caused by the survey method ([@bib0071]). To address this issue, we conducted Harman\'s single factor test ([@bib0072]). The findings of our analysis showed that 31.39% of the total variation was due to a single construct, which is well below the required 50% ([@bib0071]). We re-validated CMB with other methods, owing to increasing disagreements with the validity of Harman\'s single-factor test ([@bib0052]). Following the guidelines of [@bib0053], we proceeded to conduct the common method factor test. We did this using the SmartPLS software by re-using all our items to create a common method factor. We then calculated the variances for each item as explained by the created common method factor and our actual factors in the PLS model. The average variance explained by the method factor delivered the average of 0.01 and the average variance explained by the assigned factors gave the average of 0.48. As the method variance was minimal (0.01), we concluded that common method bias was not an issue for our operationalisation and data.

4.4. Neural network analysis methods {#sec0019}
------------------------------------

Machine learning methods producing a neural network have been used to support PLS-SEM analysis ([@bib0012]; [@bib0015]; [@bib0081]). The main advantage of supplementing SEM with a neural network-based analysis is that it is capable of addressing non-linearity in data ([@bib0015]). Some studies have also reported that even with relatively small amounts of data 100\<*n*\<500 the predictive accuracy of neural network analysis can be better than SEM ([@bib0077]).

In this study, we created two ANNs using the feedback propagation multilayer perceptron (MLP) analysis, which has been successfully used in recent studies to supplement PLS-SEM analysis results (e.g. [@bib0038]; [@bib0081]). For building the ANNs, we used the SPSS 23.0 software package with the neural network add-on module. Accordingly, we decomposed the SEM model ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}) into two sub-models (Appendix 3.1 & 3.2) to prepare the model for ANN analysis. Model A (see Appendix 3.1) has five input layers, and each layer is represented by factors namely self-promotion, entertainment, exploration, religiosity, and DSR and one output layer presented by SMF. Model B (see Appendix 3.2) has six input layers representing independent variables, namely, self-promotion, entertainment, exploration, religiosity, DSR, SMF, and unverified information sharing representing the output layer.

The average cross-validated RMSE (root mean square of error) for the training and testing model was obtained by using a 10-fold cross-validation algorithm ([@bib0015]). The architecture of the network was such that we used 80% of the data to train the Neural Network, and the remaining 20% was used to test the trained model in terms of its predictive accuracy. We analysed both model A and B (see Appendix 4). For model A, our analysis showed the average RMSE for the training to be 0.196 and for the testing 0.217. We did the same test for model B, and the resulting RMSE for training was 0.207 and for testing was 0.255.

5. Results {#sec0020}
==========

5.1. PLS-SEM results {#sec0021}
--------------------

The results of the PLS-SEM analysis are displayed in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} . Self-promotion (beta = 0.00, *t* = 0.25) had a non-significant effect on SMF, therefore, H1 was not supported. In contrast to H2, we observed that self-promotion (beta = 0.17, *t* = 3.51) had a positive influence on unverified information sharing. H3 was supported, as entertainment (beta = 0.12, *t* = 2.82) had a positive effect on unverified information sharing. H4 was also supported as entertainment (beta = −0.10, *t* = 1.98) had a significant negative impact on SMF. Exploration (beta = −0.22, *t* = 4.66) had a negative impact on unverified information sharing and a positive effect on SMF (beta = 0.22, *t* = 4.15). Therefore, both H5 and H6 were supported. Religiosity (beta = −0.08, *t* = 1.97) had a significant negative effect on unverified information sharing. Therefore, H7 was supported. However, H8 was not supported, as it (beta = 0.00, *t* = 0.06) had a non-significant effect on SMF. H9 and H10 were both supported as deficient self-regulation (beta = 0.23, *t* = 4.14) had a significant effect on unverified information sharing and SMF (beta = 0.48, *t* = 10.72). Finally, H11 was also supported as SMF (beta = 0.08, *t* = 1.98) had a significant effect on unverified information sharing. In summary, seven hypotheses were supported out of 11 hypothesised relationships.Fig. 2PLS analysis results (\*\*\**p* \< 0.001; \*\**p* \< 0.01; \**p* \< 0.05).Fig. 2

5.2. Neural network model {#sec0022}
-------------------------

The average importance and average normalised importance of each input variable in predicting unverified information sharing and SMF are depicted in [Tables 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} . From [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}, DS-R is the most critical predictor followed by exploration, self-promotion, religiosity, SMF, and entertainment in predicting unverified information sharing. It can be observed from [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} that DSR is the most critical predictor followed by exploration and entertainment in predicting SMF.Table 2Comparison between PLS-SEM and Neural Network-based approach in predicting unverified information sharing.Table 2Predicting unverified information sharingPLS-SEM approachNeural network approachPredictorTotal effectsRankPredictorImportanceRankDSR0.231DSR0.341Exploration−0.222Exploration0.203Self-promotion0.173Self-promotion0.272Entertainment0.124Entertainment0.056Social media fatigue0.085Social media fatigue0.065Religiosity−0.076Religiosity0.084Table 3Comparison between PLS-SEM and neural network-based approach in predicting social media fatigue.Table 3Predicting social media fatiguePLS-SEM approachNeural network approachPredictorTotal effectsRankPredictorImportanceRankDSR0.481DSR0.401Exploration0.222Exploration0.272Entertainment−0.103Entertainment0.143Self-promotion0.004Self-promotion0.024Religiosity−0.005Religiosity0.025

5.3. Comparison between SEM results and neural network results {#sec0023}
--------------------------------------------------------------

This section compares the findings of the PLS-SEM analysis and the neural network analysis (see [Tables 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}). [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} shows that there are some significant differences regarding the importance of individual predictors among PLS-SEM and neural network results in predicting unverified information sharing. For example, exploration was the second most important predictor in the PLS-SEM model, whereas in the NN model, self-promotion was the second most important. Such differences in the results of two different methods highlight the advantage of using a machine learning technique such as the neural network ([@bib0015]). The results provide practitioners with further insights into the relative importance of predictors in describing unverified information sharing. However, we did not notice any differences when predicting SMF (see [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}).

6. Discussion {#sec0024}
=============

6.1. Key findings {#sec0025}
-----------------

We summarise our key findings as follows.

We found that SMF, self-promotion, entertainment, exploration, DS-R, and religiosity all predicted unverified COVID-19 information sharing on social media. Among these constructs, particularly DS-R, exploration and self-promotion, had the most substantial effects. The impact of DS-R and self-promotion was positive, whereas the effect of exploration was negative. It was interesting to observe that all other factors had marginal influences on unverified information sharing. Therefore, our paper identified additional factors that impact COVID-19 misinformation sharing than what have been previously found by [@bib0045]. In particular, [@bib0045] found that information related factors (online information trust and information overload) are the main factors. In contrast, we found that DS-R, exploration, and self-promotion are the most critical factors that drive unverified information sharing. We also note that DS-R and self-promotion have often been linked to negative consequences such as addiction ([@bib0034]) and even reluctance to adopt recommended health measured during COVID-19 ([@bib0046]). Our findings corroborate these findings and show that these factors may also lead to misinformation sharing. It was interesting to observe that the relative importance of the predictors varied between PLS-SEM and NN models. As we detected some non-linearity in our data, we think that the NN model provides a more accurate view of our results.

Among the predictors of SMF, we observe DS-R to be the strongest predictor followed by exploration. Entertainment has a marginal negative impact on SMF, which implies that sharing entertaining information helps users deal with SMF to some extent. Based on prior literature (e.g., [@bib0051]; [@bib0096]), perhaps the two most important factors that lead to SMF are information and communication overload. These two factors are also included in the definition of SMF by [@bib0007]. In contrast to these studies, our paper identified additional factors (particularly personal attributes) such as DS-R and exploration as the most important predictors of SMF. These findings were supported in the current study by both PLS-SEM and NN approaches.

6.2. Theoretical implications {#sec0026}
-----------------------------

Our paper contributes to the literature on misinformation by identifying several factors that affect unverified information sharing. We contribute to the prior literature by identifying the positive effects of SMF, self-promotion, DS-R and entertainment on unverified information sharing. We also show that exploration and religiosity had negative effects on unverified information sharing. With these novel findings, we extend the literature on misinformation sharing (e.g. [@bib0011]; [@bib0018]; [@bib0019]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0061]). We observe that exploration and religiosity have a negative influence on unverified information sharing. This implies that these two constructs can be thought of coping strategies of individuals that help them to refrain from sharing unverified information on social media. To the best of our knowledge, these two relationships are never investigated in prior literature on misinformation sharing.

DS-R has been linked with poor academic performance and cognitive overload in prior literature ([@bib0092]). Also, we show that it may be a significant reason why people share unverified information about COVID-19. SMF has been linked with fake news sharing by [@bib0082]. In this sense, our paper reinforces their findings by showing SMF led to unverified information sharing also during the COVID-19 infodemic. The impact of self-promotion has been suggested to have dual consequences (e.g. [@bib0034]). This implies that self-promotion may lead to both positive consequences like psychological wellbeing and negative consequences like social media addiction. Our study adds to this body of research by showing that self-promotion may also promote unverified information sharing on social media. It may be that entertainment, memes or sarcastic political news or information may be shared more often than others. In this regard, we show that false news on COVID-19 is partially propagated on social media due to the entertainment aspect of the news or information. Our finding that entertainment increases sharing fake news contradicts previous studies, which have shown no relationship between intention to share news and entertainment ([@bib0050]; [@bib0084]).

Our paper contributes to the SMF literature ([@bib0093]; [@bib0096]) in general by identifying additional predictors. Prior literature found information overload, communication overload, and social overload to be the key factors leading to SMF ([@bib0093]). Therefore, our results contribute to this body of literature by showing that DS-R, entertainment and exploration are additional significant predictors of SMF. We note that while DS-R and exploration had positive effects, sharing entertaining news or information related to COVID-19 had negative effects on fatigue, meaning that it helped reduce SMF. The effect of exploration is particularly interesting as it has a positive effect on SMF, but a negative effect on unverified information sharing. This implies that although exploration as a coping strategy refrains users from sharing unverified information, it may increase users\' cognitive load and subsequently increase fatigue.

Previous studies on SMF were found to be disjointed ([@bib0007]; [@bib0010]; [@bib0019], [@bib0020]; [@bib0096]) in terms of used theory, causal relationships and even the definition of SMF. In this work, we adopted CLT an overarching theory to explain SMF as proposed by also earlier work ([@bib0007]; [@bib0033]). We contribute to current SMF literature by showing that CLT may be useful in bringing clarity to particularly causality issues presented in previous work (e.g. [@bib0010]; [@bib0019] and [@bib0020]). CLT can also be a theory, which unites our findings to the plethora of previous work on SMF ([@bib0096]). Furthermore, by using CLT and the affordance lens, we expanded on the relationship between SMF and fake news sharing, which was brought up by [@bib0082]. We demonstrated the complexity of this relationship by showing the impacts of five related independent variables on both.

From a methodological point of view, we have combined the PLS-SEM and NN based approaches and shown that the importance of the factors in predicting the dependant variables may vary. Therefore, our study highlights the importance of combining multiple methodological approaches and as such, echo the recommendations of prior literature ([@bib0015]; [@bib0038]; [@bib0081]).

6.3. Practical implications {#sec0027}
---------------------------

The dissemination of unverified information has been showcased as a significant challenge during the COVID-19 pandemic ([@bib0045]). The role of social media in this process is exemplified by its increased use during COVID-19, as, for example, a recent report shows that the use of Facebook hit record levels during the pandemic.[3](#cit_3){ref-type="fn"} Our findings can help bring clarity to this situation, providing knowledge that can help designers, social media platform developers and policymakers who wish to combat the spread of fake news in social media. In this regard, based on our findings, we propose four suggestions related to social media affordances which can curb the spreading of misinformation:•Encourage exploration by, for example, providing social media affordances for looking up news sources and highlighting them, as suggested by previous studies ([@bib0040]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0061]). However, at the same time, we note that this may also lead to SMF. Therefore, the service providers need to understand the delicate balance when they design tools and services that scaffold exploration.•Provide social media users support for regulating behaviour. DS-R was a significant predictor of unverified information sharing. It was ranked as the most critical predictor in both PLS and ANN analysis. Following the nudge approach ([@bib0040]), displaying users their screen time could provide awareness of how long they have been using their device, and may consequently lead to more regulated behaviour with regards to social media. However, future work on this topic is needed.•We highlight a need for socio-cultural change in handling information on social media. For example, we suggest that social media users refrain from sharing unverified information just to improve their self-image or for entertainment. They need to consider that fake news can destroy their positive image. Furthermore, we also think that social media users should retract or delete their posts immediately in case they identify that the information they have shared is fake.

In addition to these three points, other strategies have been identified in previous work, which seem highly relevant. One of them is information overload and information entropy, which have risen from previous work using CLT to understand misinformation sharing (e.g. [@bib0022]; [@bib0045]). Information overload is also highly relevant for SMF ([@bib0051]). Guarding against information overload, people free cognitive capacity for better-conceptualising information and making sense of it, which can reduce fake news sharing ([@bib0045]; [@bib0080]).

Several fake news reports emerged during COVID-19, some of which caused people to take unwanted action such as destroying 5 G cellular network towers ([@bib0002]). Our findings can be used to devise intervention strategies for curbing the spread of misinformation and consequently enable people to behave more optimally and harmoniously during situations such as COVID-19. We found several constructs connected to social media use which increase the sharing of misinformation. Previous work ([@bib0040]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0061]) suggest that nudging people to pay attention to news sources is one way to reduce the spread of misinformation. While these are effective, our findings highlight another route for addressing the situation by focusing on social media use habits.

Most importantly, we argue that impulsive action should be avoided as our results show SMF and factors leading to it, such as DS-R correlate positively with misinformation sharing. Furthermore, we found that social media is being used for much more than information sharing, including self-promotion and entertainment, which in turn increased the sharing of unverified information during the COVID-19 pandemic. This calls into question whether it is wise for social media to mix a variety of use purposes such as entertainment and self-promotion with information sharing. As a personal solution to avoid spreading fake news, besides being sceptical about the information on social media, we suggest reducing the time spent on social media and reading news from more rigorous and trustworthy sources.

6.4. Limitations and future research {#sec0028}
------------------------------------

Our study has theoretical as well as methodological limitations, which deserve to be disclosed and discussed. First, using CLT as an overarching theory might be regarded limiting even though it has been adopted in previous studies on social media (e.g. [@bib0007]; [@bib0033]). The main concern is that CLT is still primarily a theory of instructional science ([@bib0080]). Even though it has been adopted, used widely in HCI ([@bib0030]) and also shown promise to explain not only learning but also acquiring knowledge from news articles; other theories might be more useful for conceptualising SMF and fake news sharing. Additionally, we chose factors by looking at previous studies and noticing gaps in prior literature. Accordingly, our results with regards to fake news sharing, as well as SMF, need to be understood as complementary to prior studies (e.g. [@bib0019]; [@bib0034]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0082]; and [@bib0096]) and not as a full model explaining all possible factors. We encourage future research into SMF and fake news sharing to focus on uniting currently disjointed findings.

With regards to data collection, we collected cross-sectional responses from Bangladeshi social media users during the COVID-19 pandemic in April 2020. While we ensured the validity and reliability of our data, some geographical, cultural and contextual specificity may be introduced in the outcome. Furthermore, the results did not take into account any possible change over time, as the structural model was tested solely on cross-sectional data. To combat these issues, we used a multi-method approach analysing the data with PLS-SEM and an ANN. While the rank of importance on SMF was the same on both analysis, with regards to fake news sharing, we saw some difference. Thus, our results encourage future research to adopt multi-method approaches when possible to ensure the reliability of the results.

Due to collecting data primarily among young adults, our results may contain some bias. Furthermore, our sample consisted of Muslims, and the religiosity measure might be different for other religions. These limitations may be addressed in future work by comparative studies. We also note that the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic may have introduced factors that were not accounted for in the current study. These include factors such as internal fears or panic disorder. Therefore, future research may take these factors into account in modelling SMF and misinformation sharing.

Future work on this domain should focus on the theory of SMF, as we found discrepancies among previous studies, in particular with regards to the causality of relationships (e.g. [@bib0010]; [@bib0020]). We also encourage research into the impacts of intervention strategies, which aim to reduce fake news sharing. Here we identified three practical avenues: (1) encouraging exploration and directing social media users\' attention towards news sources; (2) encouraging users\' self-regulation in social media use; and (3) scaffolding a socio-cultural change towards the sharing of fake news as being something to be ashamed of. Our results further demonstrated that the various use purposes of social media have an impact on fake news sharing. In particular, people driven by entertainment, for example, do not seem to be equally concerned about the reliability of the information they share on social media. We encourage further research into the different use purposes of social media (entertainment, self-promotion, information sharing) and their impact on the sharing of misinformation.
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Appendix 1. Measurement items, loadings. {#sec0031}
----------------------------------------

Constructs and their sourcesItemsLoadingsReligiosity ([@bib0073])\
CR: 0.94\
AVE: 0.88Do you participate in divine Liturgy/collective prayers at the Mosque or collective religious activities such as prayers or readings of the Bible or the Quran?\
Do you have individual religious activities (individual prayers)?\
What is the importance of religious beliefs in the full curriculum of your life?\
Does your faith in God help you in difficult times?\
How do you evaluate the degree of your faith?0.39/removed\
0.60/removed\
0.77/0.92\
0.81/0.96\
0.61/removedExploration ([@bib0036])\
CR: 0.83\
AVE: 0.62I actively seek as much information as I can in a new situation.\
I frequently find myself looking for new opportunities (e.g., information, people, resources) to grow as a person.\
Everywhere I go, I am out looking for new things or experiences.0.81\
0.83\
0.71Deficient self-regulation ([@bib0092])\
CR: 0.87\
AVE: 0.58I have a hard time keeping my Social media use under control\
I have to keep using the Social Media more and more to get my thrill\
I have tried unsuccessfully to cut down on the amount of time I spend on Social media\
I sometimes try to hide how much time I spend on social media from my family or friends\
I feel my Social media use is out of control.0.76\
0.74\
0.75\
0.74\
0.83Entertainment\
CR: 0.85\
AVE: 0.65I share an information or news on social media when the news is entertaining\
I share information or news on social media when the news is catchy and resonates with me.\
When I see exciting news, I share it on social media.0.76\
0.84\
0.81Self-promotion ([@bib0034])\
CR: 0.88\
AVE: 0.64Sharing information on social media helps me impress other people.\
Sharing information on social media helps me express myself.\
Sharing information on social media makes me feel important.\
Sharing information on social media helps me communicate a desired image of myself0.81\
0.72\
0.87\
0.80Social media fatigue ([@bib0093])\
CR: 0.89\
AVE: 0.62I find it difficult to relax after continually using social media.\
After a session of using social media, I feel really fatigued\
Due to using social media, I feel rather mentally exhausted\
After using social media, it takes effort to concentrate in my spare time\
During social media use, I often feel too fatigued to perform other tasks well0.72\
0.82\
0.79\
0.78\
0.82Unverified information sharing ([@bib0045])\
CR: 0.85\
AVE: 0.58I often share information or news on COVID-19 without checking its authenticity.\
I share information or news on COVID-19 without checking facts through trusted sources.\
I share information or news on COVID-19 without verifying that is true.\
I share information or news on COVID-19 even if sometimes I feel the information may not be correct.0.71\
0.77\
0.82\
0.74

Appendix 2. Deviation from linearity test. {#sec0032}
------------------------------------------

ANOVA TableSum of squaresdfMean SquareFSig.LinearFatigue \* Self-promotionDeviation from linearity32.662162.0412.603.001YesFatigue \* EntertainmentDeviation from linearity11.39212.9491.146.321NoFatigue \* DSRDeviation from linearity92.127204.6067.155.000YesFatigue \* ExplorationDeviation from linearity27.610122.3012.916.001YesFatigue \* ReligiosityDeviation from linearity25.16983.1463.996.000YesUIS \* Self-promotionDeviation from linearity45.964162.8733.726.000YesUIS \* EntertainmentDeviation from linearity23.324121.9442.374.006YesUIS \* DSRDeviation from linearity64.695203.2354.419.000YesUIS \* ExplorationDeviation from linearity17.824121.4851.785.049YesUIS \* ReligiosityDeviation from linearity8.35981.0451.233.278NoUIS \* FatigueDeviation from linearity18.42520.9211.087.360No
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Appendix 4. Root mean square error (RMSE) for the neural network model. {#sec0035}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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